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VLUV Leiv children's fabric seat ball, ruby red, 50-55cm  
 

VLUV LEIV is the new seating ball made
of canvas-like fabric. LEIV makes it easy
to create colorful accents in the room.

 CHF 80.10  
      

      

fixFORM
Sits more upright than a PVC ball thanks to the firm cover

gripME
Design-patented handle for easy and safe transportation

duoTHREAD
Double seam for durable use and longevity

unROLL
Integrated bottom ring prevents the ball from rolling away too easily

extraSAFETY
2-fold ball cover - hardly any stretching and extremely burst-proof

lightWEIGHT
Easy to transport seating furniture - under 2 kg

Ergonomic seating for children and adults
Ball diameter approx. 50-55cm, suitable for body heights from 135-155cm
Polyester fabric in canvas look
Robust, high-quality fabric 335g/sqm
Friction resistance over 35,000 (Martindale)
With inner ball made of phthalate-free, burst-proof PVC
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Practical handle for transporting the ball
Patented bottom ring prevents the ball from rolling away too easily
YKK heavy-duty zipper
Maximum load: 120 kg
Weight: approx. 1.6 kg
Easy to clean and washable
incl. fabric cover, inner ball, 2 valves, valve lifter, pump adapter + operating instructions, double-
action hand pump
Color: ruby red

Tips for exact sizing:

This model in 50-55cm diameter is particularly suitable for children and adults with a height of
1.30-1.55m. However, if you want to use the VLUV to work at a desk or a table with a normal table
height of approx. 72-75 cm, you should choose a model with a diameter of 60-65 cm. Even if you are
shorter than 1.55 m, working at this seat height will be easier. If you have a height-adjustable table or
one that grows with you, or if you want to use the VLUV to sit freely, you can use our height guide.
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